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Dear Friends and Guests of the Waldhaus Centre
The change at the end of 2021 will come differently than we imagined.
The planning uncertainty as a result of the continuing restrictive Corona measures has intensified.
This uncertain business situation and the already visible massive reduction in the Foundation‘s assets
have prompted the Board of Trustees to give the Waldhaus Centre a break.
The Board of Trustees has therefore unanimously decided to suspend seminar operations at the end
of 2021. No bookings for seminars and events will therefore be accepted at the Waldhaus Zentrum
until 2022. The good news is that the Making Love Retreats with Puja and Raja, which will take
place at a new location in Switzerland from 2022, will continue to be administered by the Waldhaus
Foundation.
With great dedication, many people have committed themselves to the future of the Waldhaus with
ideas, visions and the development of concepts. However, in view of the current extremely uncertain
overall situation, no scenario has emerged that can cover the far-reaching financial risks to which
the Waldhaus operation is currently exposed.
The Board of Trustees also notes that at the moment there are not enough staff resources available
to compensate for the imminent and not postponable departure of the current management and to
guarantee the continuation of the Waldhaus operation. Here too, the current planning uncertainty
makes it impossible to consider further succession options at the moment.
This situation fills us with great sadness. We are invited to let go of all expectations, hopes and concepts for the future. And we know that into this not knowing and letting go, new perspectives are
born. The esprit of the Waldhaus, which touches us all again and again, will live on in a new form.
We trust in it.
We thank from the bottom of our hearts all the people who have been loyal to the Waldhaus Centre, many of them for years. We thank you for all the touching encounters and moments that have
found their space here. And we look forward to welcoming some of you again this year.
With warm greetings
for the Board of Trustees
sig. Pierre Joset

sig. Unmani Burckhardt

for the Executive Board
sig. Michael Wenzl

sig. Christiane Wenzl
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